
EMCEMC DECONDECON SHOWERSHOWER && BASINBASIN
The EMC Decon Shower and Basin are designed for

larger scale incidents. The system includes one Stainless

Steel Hazmat Shower equipped with nine spraying noz-

zles. The Hazmat Shower is very compact in design and

folds for ease of transport and storage. The all stainless steel construction makes it

extremely durable and corrosion resistant. 

Included and installed on the shower

assembly is an EMC.ACD112C shut off

valve which allows the option to flow water

to only the lower part of the body. In many

cases this is the main area of the body that

requires decontamination. This feature con-

serves water and reduces the amount of

contaminated water collected for disposal.

The shower is equipped with a Polyethylene Curtain to prevent over spray of con-

taminated water during windy conditions. The shower curtain is equipped with four

wind anchor cords that attach to the corners of the inflatable basin to keep the cur-

tain firmly in place during windy conditions. The system also includes one Deko

Basin 250 . The basin is inflated with compressed air from a standard BA cylinder or

electrically operated blower. The basin is equipped with interchangeable liners that can

be removed for ease during cleaning. The basin's tubular airframe is equipped with a

built in pressure valve to prevent over pressurization of the airframe. The Deko Basin

can also be used separately under leaking vehicles, drums, pipes, etc. The Decon

Shower and Basin assembly can by deployed in less than two minutes time by one per-

son. This system is ideal for First Responder Emergency Crews, Fire Departments,

FEMA Teams, Hospitals, Military and Industrial Safety Teams. The system is simple

to erect and designed for fast deployment. 

The system includes:

1 each P/N EMC.ACD112A - Hazmat Stainless Steel Shower assembly

1 each P/N EMC.ACD112C - Shut off valve assembly

1 each P/N EMC.ACD112B - Shower Curtain with zipper and stainless steel frame

assembly

1 each P/N EMC.ACD111D - Deko Basin 250 with liner

* The above items can be purchased separately or as a complete system.

1 each P/N DECON-102 EMC Decon Shower and Basin System

* See our complete line of water supply and waste water containment accessories

including Water Heaters, Detergent Inducers, Pressure

Sensitive Pumps, Water Supply Reservoirs, Waste Water

Pumps, and Waste Water Containment Bags.
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